Pulp vital therapy as an alternative to endodontic treatment: A review of the literature
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Abstract

Introduction: Preservation of pulp tissue can extend the long-term survival of teeth through relatively simple restorative procedures.

Objective: To analyze the literature on the success of indirect pulp capping in primary and permanent teeth, as well as direct pulp capping and partial and complete pulpotomy in mature and immature teeth.

Methodology: An electronic search was performed during January 2022 in the PubMed, SCOPUS and Google Scholar databases, using Boolean logical operators AND, OR and NOT. Human or in vitro comparative studies were included and evaluated, the keywords used were: “vital pulp therapy”, “direct pulp capping”, “indirect pulp capping”, “primary teeth”, “partial pulpotomy”, “permanent”, “mature” and “immature”.

Results: An indirect pulp capping (IPC) will depend mainly on the size of the lesion and its time of evolution. TheraCal and Biodentine can be considered as the material of choice. A direct pulp capping (DPC) has a success rate between 80% to 90% and the materials used do not differ much from each other. Partial pulpotomy has a success rate between 85% and 95% and the most used material is MTA. Complete pulpotomy has a success ranging from 85% to 93%, with MTA and Biodentine being the most used materials.

Conclusions: IPC, as well as partial and complete pulpotomy, have high success rates both above 85%. The material of choice will be TheraCal for IPC, and MTA and Biodentine for partial and complete pulpotomy.
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1. Introduction

Preservation of pulp tissue can extend the long-term survival of teeth through relatively simple restorative procedures [1]. Treatment with procedures aimed at maintaining the vitality of all or part of the carious or exposed pulp have not been favored by most clinicians until recently [2]. Traditionally, treatment of deep caries was destructive with complete removal of all decayed dentin, but if treated conservatively, pulp recovery occurs even in deep carious lesions [3]. Vital pulp therapy (VPT) techniques are means of preserving the vitality and function of the dental pulp after injury resulting from trauma, caries or restorative procedures. VPT procedures have traditionally included indirect or direct pulp capping and partial or complete pulpotomy [4]. It is commonly performed in the primary dentition (also known as deciduous teeth), as the primary dentition has not fully developed the apical root and is less commonly performed in the secondary dentition [5]. Vital pulp therapy is a reliable treatment option for permanent teeth with carious pulp exposure. However, more high-quality studies are required to corroborate this finding [6].

The indirect pulp capping (IPC) procedure is generally used in deep cavity preparations, with or without carious dentin that is in close proximity to the pulp but shows no visible pulp exposure.
Direct pulp capping (DPC) treatment is used when vital asymptomatic pulp is visibly exposed due to caries or trauma, or due to a mishap during tooth preparation or caries removal [7].

Current endodontics seeks to be more conservative and must be very punctual in removing only the damaged tissue. Vital pulp treatment considers the dental pulp as the main tissue of the tooth and seeks to preserve its vitality. It is best to keep the pulp inside the canals, since removing it completely reduces the life span of the tooth.

The aim of this article is to analyze the literature on the success of indirect pulp capping in primary and permanent teeth, as well as direct pulp capping and partial and complete pulpotomy in mature and immature teeth.

2. Materials and methods
Articles on the subject published through the PubMed, SCOPUS and Google Scholar databases were analyzed, with emphasis on the last 5 years. The quality of the articles was evaluated using PRISMA guidelines, i.e., identification, review, choice and inclusion. The quality of the reviews was assessed using the measurement tool for evaluating systematic reviews (AMSTAR-2) [8]. The search was performed using Boolean logical operators AND, OR and NOT. It was realized with the words “pulp capping” related with “partial pulpotomy”, “complete pulpotomy”, “indirect pulp capping”, “direct pulp capping”. The keywords were used individually, as well as each of them related to each other.

3. Results & Discussion
3.1 Indirect Pulp Capping (IPC)
IPC is described as a procedure in which non-mineralizable carious tissue is removed, a thin layer of healthy or slightly softened dentin is left in the deepest site of the cavity to prevent pulp exposure. The caries-affected dentin is coated with a biocompatible material to create a biological seal [9].

3.1.1 Permanent teeth
In the first instance, the article reported that the success rate of IPC and DPC was 99.4% and 84.6%, respectively. The median survival for DPC and IPC was 14.07 ± 1.30 and 15.98 ± 0.80 months, respectively [10]. Another article mentions that after 16 months, 95.83% of cases of teeth treated with biodentine showed successful results both clinically and radiographically. In another group, 87.5% of cases of teeth treated with chlorhexidine gluconate and 2% followed by resin-modified glass ionomer cement (RMGIC) showed successful results. Finally, 91.66% of the cases of teeth treated with calcium hydroxide showed successful results [11]. Similarly, the success rate of stepwise cavities excavation was 97.3%, which was found to be significantly higher than IPC, with 82.4% [12]. A long-term study showed that at the end of 24 months, 54 teeth were submitted for follow-up with an overall success rate of 100% for TheraCal, 94.44% for Biodentine and 77.78% for Dycal [13]. Finally, at 24 months, 15 teeth used in this study had failed to maintain vitality (6 Biodentine™, 9 Fuji IX™). The clinical success rate of IPC for both materials was 72% and it is related to the intensity of reversible pulpitis symptoms [14].

3.1.2 Primary teeth
It is shown that indirect pulp capping exhibited high clinical and radiographic success rates in the treatment of primary teeth, regardless of the pulp capping agent chosen [9]. A study with one year of case evolution showed that after 12 months, the clinical and radiographic success of the group using biodentine was 100% (18/18), with chlorhexidine gluconate disinfectant solution was 2%, followed by RMGIC which was 94.4% (17/18) and calcium hydroxide (Dycal) was 94.4% (17/18). Failures included: one at 3 months with RMGIC, and one at 12 months with the calcium hydroxide group [15]. Most primary teeth treated with either approach remained asymptomatic after a follow-up period of up to 77 months, 95.3% in the conventional and 95.8% in the biological [16].

3.1.3 Materials
It is necessary to consider which materials can be used for this treatment considering their success rates. ProRoot MTA, TheraCal LC and Dycal were very similar to each other. There was no statistically significant difference between primary and permanent teeth, so any of the three can be considered as a material for IPC [17]. TheraCal is considered as a new light-curing pulp capping material that initially releases high Ca2+ ions and creates an ambient pH close to physiological pH after 60 days [18]. Cases with follow-up periods of 24 months show clinical and radiographic success rates of Dycal, Biodentine and TheraCal LC with high percentages [9]. There are also favorable results for other lesser-known materials such as ENDOCEM-Zr®, which together with MTA had high success rates and, in comparison between them did not have statistically significant differences [19]. This study highlights the success of IPC in young permanent molars and Biodentine is identified as the best choice of IPC material [11]. Biodentine can be used effectively as an indirect drug for pulp protection in primary teeth and has similar clinical and radiographic success to 2% chlorhexidine gluconate in conjunction with RMGIC and calcium hydroxide (CH) [15]. The clinical and radiographic results of TheraCal and Biodentine suggest their use as an alternative material for IPC in young permanent molars with greater success [13]. Finally, Biodentine and MTA showed a comparable result in terms of their internal adaptation on the dentin surface of primary teeth, and both were better than TheraCal [20]. This treatment has high success rates (over 90%), however, it will depend mainly on the size of the lesion being treated and its time of evolution, beyond the material of choice. It is emphasized that TheraCal and Biodentine can be considered as the material of choice. However, almost any of the materials used in the studies had high success rates.

3.2 Direct Pulp Capping (DPC)
Direct pulp capping (DPC) therapy consists of using biomaterials to protect the exposed tissues, inducing repair through the production of a mineralized barrier [21]. In general, this treatment in mature teeth usually depends on the material used, as the study mentions that the success rate using calcium hydroxide was 74% at 6 months, 65% at 1 year, 59% at 2 or 3 years, and 56% at 4 or 5 years. The success of mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA) was 91%, 86%, 84% and 81% at the same time points, similar to the success of Biodentine which was 96% at 6 months, 86% at 1 year and 86% at 2 to 3 years [22]. MTA and Biodentine show the advantage that they can induce dentin regeneration when applied on exposed pulp [23]. The success rate of novel treatments was 75% using lasers [24]. Other studies demonstrate what is mentioned above, that it is a material-independent treatment, as the article evidences that there was reparative dentin bridge formation after 9-12 weeks in all experimental teeth, both in the patient’s real teeth and in the
extracted teeth. Similarly, another article demonstrates that there were no significant differences between the cements CEM, MTA and Biocement in terms of dentin bridge formation. However, the thickness of the dentin bridge formed in the Biocement group was significantly greater than in the MTA and control groups (p = 0.035 and p = 0.011, respectively) [30]. Finally, active cell proliferation is manifested, which occurred in 1 week in the MTA and CH groups, followed by differentiation of odontoblast-like cells in 2 weeks in the MTA group, while their differentiation was not facilitated in the CH group [39].

This procedure has a success rate ranging from 80% to 90% and the materials used do not differ much from each other in terms of these rates. Therefore, it cannot be considered as a procedure that can serve as a long-term treatment, however, as an emergency treatment it may be a possibility.

3.3 Partial Pulpotomy
Partial pulpotomy involves removal of 2 to 3 mm of the inflamed coronal pulp below the exposure, followed by placement of an appropriate agent over the remaining coronal pulp and a restoration that provides a watertight seal [28].

3.3.1 Mature teeth
MTA is better than calcium hydroxide in terms of clinical symptoms of irreversible pulpitis after 2 years [28]. George R shows a study where cases were followed up for 6 to 24 months. Pooled data indicated that partial pulpotomy on exposed carious teeth had a success rate of 98%, 96% and 92% after 6 months and 1 and 2 years of follow-up [29]. Overall success was considered in one study where the results were 90%: with 92% for ProRoot MTA and 87% for Biocement [30]. Another long-term study showed that at the end of the follow-up period (12 months), the success of complete pulpotomy in the occlusal and proximal caries group was 95% and 92.5%, respectively (p = 0.644) [31]. Finally, the overall success rate in maintaining pulp vitality in this study was 89.1%, with a tooth survival of 98.4% [32].

3.3.2 Immature teeth
Now in immature teeth, partial pulpotomy treatments showed a high overall success rate of 87% in one article [33]. The use of different materials for this procedure showed no intergroup differences in survival rate, survival time, root length and dentin wall thickness [34]. Using laser + MTA had a success rate of 95.5% being similar to using MTA alone with 88.8% [35]. The success rates of the primary interventions for 99 teeth (72 patients) after a median follow-up of 22 months were as follows: cervical pulpotomy 90.4% and partial pulpotomy 85.2% [36]. And finally, the overall success rate in the acemannan and MTA groups from baseline to 12 months follow-up was 90.91% and 95.65%, respectively, with no significant differences between the two groups [37].

The success rates are quite high, ranging between 85% and 95%. The material most used and appearing in the studies is MTA. For immature teeth, achieving apical closure is important and is included as part of clinical success. In mature teeth, it is mainly a matter of the patient being asymptomatic but responding to pulp sensitivity tests in a normal way.

3.4 Complete Pulpotomy
The objective of complete pulpotomy is to remove the portion of the pulp that has suffered degenerative and irreversible damage leaving healthy tissue, after achieving hemostasis, ultimately preserving the vitality of the pulp [38].

3.4.1 Mature teeth
Young permanent teeth with caries exposure can be successfully treated with complete pulpotomy using Biocement, and clinical signs and symptoms of irreversible pulpitis are not a contraindication [30]. One article shows that clinical signs disappeared rapidly after treatment and at two years follow-up, the teeth were asymptomatic [40]. Parts with carious pulp exposures in asymptomatic mature permanent teeth can be predictably treated by pulpotomy using a tricalcium silicate cement [41]. Another study shows results first at 6 months with an overall success rate of 92.2%, and during 1 year 156/164 teeth attended follow-up with 12 failures (2 restorative failures and 10 endodontic failures). The overall pulpotomy success rate at 1 year was 92.3% (144/156) [42]. Finally, the revision rate ranged from 90% at 3 months to 85% at 1 year, with an overall clinical and radiographic success rate of 100% at 3 and 6 months, and a success rate of 95% at 1 year [43].

3.4.2 Immature teeth
A study using MTA and Biocement showed that there were no significant statistical differences in the radiographic results, both showing continuous root development and a higher prevalence of the H stage of root formation in both groups [44]. Using MTA and Biocement gives a mean survival time of 17.8 and 18 months with 95% confidence interval (17.4-18.2) and 18.0-18.0 months, respectively [45]. The overall success rate in another study where 12-month follow-up was given was 92% (23/25), with no statistically significant differences between the 2 groups, where successful cases showed root development with an increase in root length and a decrease in apical foramen width [46]. At 12 months in a study using novel materials, complete apical closure was found between the MM-MTA group with 50%, the nanohydroxyapatite group with 55%, and the platelet-rich fibrin group with 60%. Some pulp canal obliteration was shown, which was observed mostly in the MM-MTA and nano-hydroxyapatite groups than in the PRF group [47]. A rather interesting clinical case used combined treatment with VPT and endodontic regeneration for immature molars with different pulp status in individual roots, being a preferable treatment option because it allows preservation of vital pulp tissues and regeneration of new vital tissues allowing continued root development and functionality [48].

3.4.3 Materials
The long-term effect of direct pulp capping and pulpotomy is closely related to the type of pulp capping materials [49]. Calcium silicate materials can induce reparative dentinogenesis when applied on exposed pulps, with different behaviors in relation to the animal model used, pulp inflammatory responses and the quality of dentin bridges [50]. The literature review on bioceramic materials will provide a better understanding of the properties of Biocement and may assist in the decision-making process to maintain the vitality of exposed dental pulp with minimal intervention [51]. The clinical characteristics and effectiveness of pulpotomy on mature permanent teeth with iRoot bioceramic putty repair were similar with MTA [52]. Similarly, the novel fast-setting calcium silicate cement is a promising new biomaterial for vital pulp therapy in immature permanent molars that allows complete root formation with apexogenesis [53]. There are other materials such as melatonin, which has a similar effect on the pulp as MTA and can be used as an agent for direct pulp capping [54]. A treated dentin matrix hydrogel has a...
greater potential to induce dentin bridging than Biodentine and MTA under standardized conditions.\textsuperscript{150} The success rates are very similar to those of the partial, (85% and 93%) with MTA and Biodentine being the most used materials. Similar to a partial pulpotomy, part of the success will consist of obtaining apical closure in immature teeth and that patients are asymptomatic and respond normally to pulp sensitivity tests.

4. Conclusions
IPC treatment, as well as partial and complete pulpotomy, have high success rates, both above 85%. The material of choice will be TheraCal for IPC, and MTA and Biodentine for partial and complete pulpotomy.
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